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1.What do we mean 
by video?



Video from a camera

Usually video clips inside 
a screencast 

More like TV 

Do-able in Camtasia and 
Captivate



Deliverables

Training courses 

Walkthroughs 

Product overviews

Video: wistia.com



2.Why create videos?



Video is popular

No.2 
Search Engine in 
the world



Video is popular

SAP:  

Screencasts now get 
more hits  

than online Help topics



Video is engaging

People focus on: 

Faces  

Movement



3.How we create 
videos



The process
1.Create the slides 

2.Record a rough cut narration 

3.Transcribe narration 

4.Record video with script on 
teleprompter 

5.Edit/produce video in 
application 

6.Re-record where necessary 

7.Generate final video



4.The challenges



Getting used to recording

Being in front of the 
camera 

The nudge, nudge 
element 



The challenges - audio

Plosives 

Echo



The challenges - video

A background that 
doesn’t distract 

Reflections behind the 
presenter 

Shadows behind the 
presenter



5.The equipment we 
use



Audio - early years

Don’t use a Line in 
microphone 

Don’t use a desktop PC



Audio - recently



Audio - today



Video

Built-in laptop camera



Video

We present standing up 

You need to get the 
laptop to the right height 



Video - future

We might add footage 
from a digital HD camera



Lighting - early years

Sunlight (and clouds) 

LED reading lamps



Lighting - today



Background - early years

A painted white wall  

A cornflower blue shirt  

Occasional use of Sony 
Vegas’s spotlight function



Background - recent years

Pop-up banners 

A cornflower blue shirt 



Background - today

Green screen



The script - early years

Read from the slides 

We synchronised the 
slide progressions with 
the presentation 

Made call backs difficult



The script - today

Teleprompter on a tablet 

Makes call backs easier 



Software

Camtasia/Captivate 

(Final Cut Pro/Sony 
Vegas/Adobe Premiere) 

(Adobe After Effects)



Music bed

We don’t normally use a 
music bed 

We have used 
melodyloops.com in the 
past



The recording room

Anywhere quiet 

With little echo and 
changes in light levels 

You can remove some 
background noise in post 
production



6.How much will it 
cost?



Lighting?



Lighting

£14 £23£20



Audio?



Audio

From 
£30 £9 (Free)£5Free



Background?



Background

£31



Teleprompter?



Teleprompter

Free 

(Assuming you have a smartphone or tablet) 



Software?



Software

£79/£944 

(You may have it already)



A basic setup

£80 
and upwards



7.How long?



Summary



Summary

You can produce professional-looking video 

The equipment is more affordable than you think



More information



For more information

@ellispratt 

ellis@cherryleaf.com 



Questions?



End
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